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Abstract

Alumina feeding requires optimization for the feed
amount, timing, and point feeder locations. The alumina
raft formation and dispersion are the essential stages
leading to the particles of various sizes travel with the
bath flow along anodes in the central channel, in the bath
volume beneath the anodes, and gradually dissolving. The
raft motion and particles are traced accounting for their
inertia, drag in the turbulent flow, the dome-shaped anode
bottom shape. Large-scale MHD-driven circulation in the
cell is modelled using specific inputs corresponding to
real commercial cells of various types. The feed material
forming rafts and particles is added periodically, moves
with the flow, and gradually dissolves depending on the
local turbulence and instantaneous concentration in a
location. The newly developed modelling technique is
applied to illustrate possible optimization of the feeder
locations, the variable mass, and feeding time intervals for
possible adjustments suitable for commercial cells.
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Introduction

Alumina feeding is a critical aspect of the operation of a
modern aluminium reduction cell. Historically, this was
done very inefficiently; the side crust was broken at two and
a half to three-hour intervals, and then a huge amount of
alumina was dumped over the open crust. This led to the
formation of a lot of sludge. Anode effects were frequent,
acting as a clean-up of the cell at a regular interval. Figure 1
presents the measured temperature and alumina concentra-
tion evolution of a side broken Soderberg cell for 24 h. We
can see that 4 anode effects occurred in that cell during the
day which was a very typical situation.

In the early 1960s, Alcoa introduced a major innovation
to the process, the point breaker feeder (PBF), which toge-
ther with the introduction of the continuous tracking com-
puter control logic by Pechiney in the 1970s [2] led to the
drastic reduction of the anode effect frequency and duration,
and a significant increase of the current efficiency.

Unfortunately, with the recent increase of the cell sizes,
increase of the anode sizes, and the corresponding reduction
of bath volume, combined with the increase of the PBF load,
a continuous contribution to PFC emissions started to be
reported first in China [3] and then elsewhere [4, 5].

This motivated the R&D effort to better understand and
develop models of the complex alumina dissolution process.
In particular, raft formation, displacement, and dispersion
have been extensively studied in recent years [6–8]. The
most probable physical mechanism indicates that the bulk of
the alumina feed forms first a raft of particulate material
which can travel along the central channel. When the frozen
bath shell remelts, the raft starts to release the feed alumina
particles in a process analogous to a snowfall. This was
observed in a laboratory using actual bath and secondary
alumina feed; see Fig. 2. The same process was replicated in
a physical model to illustrate the phenomena; see Fig. 3.

The mathematical model development is on-going and
proceeds in steps. The initial models were alumina
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dispersion models only, assuming the alumina was fed as
already dissolved [9, 10]. Then some actual alumina disso-
lution models were developed where alumina solid particles
are fed; those particles then dispersed and dissolved [11, 12].
Running those 3D models in transient mode requires a lot of
CPU time. These models rely on the previously calculated
3D MHD flow, and sometimes also on the 3D bubble-driven
flow, which requires a lot of CPU time to get a solution. For
this reason, usage of these models remains very limited due
to the prohibitive CPU requirements.

Furthermore, these 3D alumina dissolution models
neglect the physics of the raft formation, displacement, and
eventual dismantling away from the feeding position.
Recently, at least one model was developed to specifically
reproduce what happens when a given mass of cold solid
alumina particles is added to the bath [13]. Figure 4 displays
the predicted initial formation of a raft which is composed of
frozen bath particles containing a shipment of dry alumina
particles remaining at an incoming density to ensure the
floatation of the raft. The computational time steps of such a
model are in ms, so it takes significant CPU resources to
solve less than 1 s history of raft formation. For this reason,
it will be extremely challenging to extend the simulation

duration to reach the point where the bath starts to remelt,
and the alumina particles are finally released in the bulk of
the bath.

The present work is a part of modelling development
effort taking advantage of the experience gained developing
the very efficient shallow water MHD cell stability model
and attempts to develop an equally efficient alumina disso-
lution model [14, 15]. More precisely, this paper presents the
first attempt to incorporate the physics involving the raft
presence, displacement, and dissolution in a full cell alumina
feeding model. This attempt is an ongoing project; it is an
incremental step in the development of an accurate and ef-
ficient alumina dissolution model.

The Theory Coupling Concentration Field
and Raft, Particle Motion

The list of publications devoted to the alumina feeding
problem is rather extensive, showing various approaches;
see [16–22] in addition to those already covered in the
Introduction. Practical usability of the complex mathemati-
cal modelling setups and the need for expensive computer

Fig. 1 Temperature, excess
AlF3, and dissolved alumina
concentration evolution in a
Soderberg cell over a period of
24 h, Fig. 2 of [1]

Fig. 2 Steps in the dissolution process of actual secondary alumina, from Fig. 3 of [8]
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resources preclude universal acceptance of the models. In
this paper, we continue the efforts to develop the software
extension module to treat the alumina feeding and dissolu-
tion [14, 15], to be used as an extension of the specialised
aluminium cell modelling package MHD-VALDIS [23, 24].
The modelling of the complex time-dependent feeding
problem includes the full commercial cell setup, starting
with the cell geometry and the surrounding bus-bar network.
This permits solving the electric current distribution and the
resulting magnetic fields, including the full non-linear
magnetic effects of the ferromagnetic parts of the cell. The
resulting 3-dimensional electromagnetic force distribution in
the fluid layers is projected to an extended shallow-layer
fluid dynamic problem, which is solved accounting for fully
time-dependent model with the free interface wave and the
depth-averaged turbulent flow [24]. The model for an MHD
stable case leads to a quasi-stationary velocity field v in the
bath layer and the turbulent effective viscosity me, from
which the turbulent diffusivity ae can be deduced to further
apply it in the modified concentration C equation to govern
the dissolved alumina transport in the bath layer:

@tCþ v � rC ¼ r � ðaerCÞþ S� P: ð1Þ
The concentrationC(x, y, t) is treated as the depth-averaged

quantity due to the small depth of the electrolyte (compared to
the horizontal extent). The turbulence model permits to
deduce the average velocity and the pulsating velocity part
(random walk model), which are summed up within the
local velocity v(x, y, t). The source term S in Eq. (1) provides
the coupling between the C distribution of the dissolved
alumina and the moving particles of various sizes. As indi-
cated in the Introduction, the particles initially form ‘rafts’ of
baked feed alumina material, possibly of different bulk den-
sity and of a large size. The rafts are free to move and are
subject to similar forces as the small particles, however, the
empirical dispersion rate is significantly different to account
for the different physics involved in the dispersion process.
Therefore, the source term S can be formally represented in a
similar mathematical form as that for the small particle dis-
persion and dissolution to be obtained from the separate
Lagrangian particle tracking solution at each given time
moment over the full extent of the electrolyte layer:

S ¼ k2ðCsat � CÞ A

dV
Nsc; ð2Þ

k2 ¼ 1:0 � 10�6 m/s is the empirical dissolution rate con-
stant for the small particles (e.g., from [25]) and k2 ¼
5:0 � 10�4 m/s is the adjusted value for an empirically
obtained raft dispersion rate (can be input by user of the
software). Csat ¼ 164:6ðkg=m3Þð� 8%) is the saturation

level of the alumina in the cryolite melt. A(x, y, t) is the total
sum of the surface area of all particles in the local discretised
element of volume dV, and the number Nsc is the scaling
factor to represent the correlation from the total number of
particles used in the numerical simulation (*5000 or more
in some tests) and the actual mass of the alumina being fed
to the liquid bath. The alumina concentration loss term P(x,
y, t) is determined by the electrochemical metal reduction
from the dissolved alumina:

P ¼ 1:93kej=hel ð3Þ
ke¼ 9.33 � 10�8 [kg/(A � s)] is the electrochemical

equivalent for the aluminium metal, j(x, y, t) (A/m2) is the
electric current density, hel is the electrolyte depth, and the
coefficient 1.93 relates the amount of alumina used to pro-
duce the aluminium metal.

The effective diffusivity ae(x, y, t) in (1) is defined as the
sum of laminar a and turbulent diffusivity aT:

ae ¼ a þ aT ¼ a þ SctmT ; me x; y; tð Þ ¼ m þ mT k;xð Þ:
ð4Þ

The simplest model for turbulent Schmidt number Sct is
the Reynolds analogy, which means Sct = 1. The mT distri-
bution is obtained by solving the time-dependent k-x
two-equation model [26, 27]. The x variable is related to
the frequency of vorticity fluctuations, and the k variable is
the turbulence kinetic energy. The depth averaging in the
shallow layer approximation adds the new terms in the model
[24] permitting to account for shallow layer damping and the
additional turbulence generation due to the bubble flow.

The dynamic update of the concentration source term
requires finding the total surface area of all particles in the
local element A(x, y, t). This can be obtained from the
dynamic Lagrangian particle tracking model. The positions
R(x, y, z, t) of individual particles and rafts can be deter-
mined by following their paths in the liquid according to the
variable force F(x, y, z, t) acting on each particle at a given
time moment [28, 29]:

@t R ¼ up; mp@tup ¼ F; ð5Þ
where up is the actual particle velocity and mp is the mass.
The force F can be decomposed into the fluid drag force Fd,
the buoyancy force Fg, and the effective electromagnetic
force Fe; see [14] for the full representation of these com-
ponents. Note that the buoyancy force on the particles
floating under the anodes in the gas bubble-filled layer and
on the rafts in channels is projected along the ‘dome’-shaped
top of the electrolyte layer, Fig. 6a. The electromagnetic
force acts in the surrounding fluid, which leads to an
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additional pressure redistribution on the surface of the par-
ticle, giving an additional total force on the particle [30]. The
drag expression for a particle needs some modification due
to the acceleration or deceleration in the turbulent flow
according to the memory term (Basset force) and the added
mass force.

The flow in the electrolyte is turbulent (Re *103–104),
which requires a modification due to the stochastic part of

fluid velocity in accordance with the resolved turbulent
kinetic energy k and the local eddy lifetime. The use of the
k-x turbulence model in the code facilitates obtaining these
quantities, which are locally interpolated to the particle
position at each time step. The numerical integration of
Eq. (5) is done for each individual particle of various
properties, including the rafts. The time-dependent forces
F are updated in the numerical modelling at each time step
dt = 0.025 s (or 0.0125 s for convergence tests).

Various Model Inputs and Results

Initially, the program MHD-VALDIS runs for a prescribed
time interval to obtain the turbulent flow velocity distribu-
tion, the EM fields, and the bath/metal interface shape (af-
fecting the anode bottom profile). The obtained physical
fields are stored in a dedicated file for repeated use with the
alumina mixing test runs, thus saving considerably the time
for repeated runs of the mixing modelling for a specified
commercial cell represented in detail using the program
MHD-VALDIS inputs.

The generic 500 kA cell [24, 31] will be used as an
example to demonstrate the modelling results. The velocity

Fig. 3 Steps of the alumina dissolution process in a physical model, from Fig. 124 of [7]

Fig. 4 Model of the raft formation, from Fig. 5 of [13]

Fig. 5 a The velocity field in the bath and deformed quasi-stationary interface deviation dH (m) between the liquid metal and the electrolyte in the
cell. b The velocity v(m/s) and the interface in the perturbed cell
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field for a regular and a perturbed cell (for instance, due to an
anode change disruption) is presented in Fig. 5, also show-
ing the dome-shaped nature of the electrolyte layer beneath
the similarly shaped anode blocks, Fig. 6a. The effective
turbulent viscosity distribution is shown in Fig. 6b to
demonstrate the highly non-uniform distribution of this
essential feature for the alumina dissolution efficiency.

The feeding simulation starts after the total time of the
cell MHD simulation reaches a quasi-stationary stage at the
time given in the file DATA. The alumina feeding parame-
ters can be prescribed in the text file ‘Feed.txt’, an example
of which is presented in Table 1. In this case, the feeder
locations given in Table 1 correspond to a typical choice

used in aluminium industry. The feeder positions are shown
as black circles in the central channel, Fig. 7. According to
the settings in the input file ‘Feed.txt’, the feeders are acti-
vated at intervals of 120 s when each of them supplies
2.17 kg of alumina (computed to compensate exactly the
metal production according to (3)). At each cycle, the rafts of
a given size and density are created at each feeder of a given
fraction of the full mass introduced, the rest being assumed
to reach the bath in the particulate form of the given particle
size distribution; see Table 1.

The mixing solution proceeds by staring at a given initial
uniform concentration (2% in this case). The particles and
rafts are moving according to Eq. (5) and the concentration

Fig. 6 a The position of anode bottom HT (m) from the bottom of cell
cavity after the equilibrium burnout is achieved to comply with the
constant ACD for the quasi-stationary interface of the liquid metal.

b The velocity field in the liquid electrolyte and distribution of the
effective turbulent viscosity (m2/s)

Table 1 Feeding model input

   INPUT        | Alumina feeding model inputs: EXPLANATIONS and COMMENTS 
 ===============|================================================================= 
   3600.        |mixing time interval in (s)  
      1         |EM force pressure effects: 1 means "yes", 0 - "no"  
      1         |electrolyte channel & dome shape effects: 1 means "yes", 0 - "no"  
      2.        |initial alumina concentration, % 
    2.e3        |alumina particle density kg/m**3  
   50.e-6       |1 - initial particle size in (m)  
   75.e-6       |2 - initial particle size in (m)  
  100.e-6       |3 - initial particle size in (m)  
    1.e-6       | empirical dissolution coefficient [m/s] Haverkamp & Welch 1998 
   1.5e3        | alumina particle raft density kg/m**3  
    2.e-2       | alumina raft size, m  (effective spherical diameter) 
    5.e-4       | raft empirical dispersion coefficient (m/s)  
    0.8         | fraction of total feed mass in rafts           
    120.        | feeding time interval in (s)  
   -6.71        |1) feeder x-position in (m) [in cell coordinates] 
    0.0         |1) feeder y-position in (m) [in cell coordinates] 
    2.17        |1) feed mass in (kg)  
   -3.37        |2) feeder x-position in (m) [in cell coordinates] 
    0.0         |2) feeder y-position in (m) [in cell coordinates] 
    2.17        |2) feed mass in (kg)  
    0.01        |3) feeder x-position in (m) [in cell coordinates] 
    0.0         |3) feeder y-position in (m) [in cell coordinates] 
    2.17        |3) feed mass in (kg)  
    3.37        |4) feeder x-position in (m) [in cell coordinates] 
    0.0         |4) feeder y-position in (m) [in cell coordinates] 
    2.17        |4) feed mass in (kg)  
    6.71        |5) feeder x-position in (m) [in cell coordinates] 
    0.0         |5) feeder y-position in (m) [in cell coordinates] 
    2.17        |5) feed mass in (kg)  
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is updated at each time step by solving (1)–(3). At each time
step, the particle and the raft lose a certain amount of volume
by dissolving/dispersing, giving an updated reduced size and
surface area. Due to the higher dispersion rate, the rafts
disperse until they reach the size of the largest particle, then
the particle behaves like a normal one. The numerical pro-
cess and the result are illustrated in Fig. 7 giving some
snapshots of the raft and particle positions, sizes, and the
resulting concentration evolution. At the same time, the
concentration is constantly reduced according to the metal
production term (3). After 10 s of the initial mixing, only
clouds of particles are visible, and the rafts are hidden

beneath the feeder surfaces (black dots). At the 60 s stage,
the rafts are visible as they move away from the feeders
overcoming the inertia along the central channel away from
the feeders; the particles are being transported and dispersed
(due to turbulence) by the flow, reduced in size (dissolving),
and the solution concentration starts to grow locally at the
largest particle and raft positions. At 130 s, the second
feeding cycle is already active for 10 s, adding a new batch
of particles and rafts. At 260 s, the third cycle is active, and
some rafts are acting as a significant source of the alumina
concentration growth, which indicates the noticeable differ-
ence from the solution without rafts. At 1000 s, we can see

10 s  60 s 

130 s 260 s 

1000 s  3600 s

local zoom view at 3000 s

Fig. 7 The snapshots of the rafts and particles, concentration of the alumina, and the velocity streamlines for a normal feeder position choice and
equal feed amount of 2.17 kg (each) at selected time moments
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an advanced mixing stage after several feeding cycles and
the raft redistribution and gradual disappearance according
to the given dispersion rates. The concentration starts to
show a highly non-uniform distribution due to the mixing
and the turbulence dominance at the left side of the cell
(Fig. 6b).

After following the feeding and mixing process for 1 h
(3600 s) of the physical time, we can see the established
pattern of the concentration loss at the right side of the cell
and growth at the left side. The average concentration,
however, is nearly ideally close to the initial 2% level as
shown in the final simulation summary in Table 2. The
alumina added (325.5 kg) and spent (324.8 kg) are almost in
equal amount by mass, the dissolved total (127.22 kg) left in
the bath is nearly the same as the initial (129.24 kg), and
some alumina is left in particles and rafts at this stage
(5.83 kg). The final balance indicates an error or relative
solution accuracy by the mass disbalance as (0.0068 in rel-
ative units). This solution is of reasonable accuracy for the
estimates of the technological needs. However, the distri-
bution of the concentration gives some concern due to the
raised value at the left side and the reduced one at the right

side of the cell. The numerical solution of the 1-h mixing
process took about 18 min of computer time (Dell XPS 15
laptop), which permits in principle to use this in real time as
a technology assistance tool.

Figure 8a demonstrates the effect of rafts on the average
concentration development during the 1 h feeding sequence.
Each feeding cycle (120 s) is showing an initial growth, then
a drop in the concentration of alumina. The solution without
rafts demonstrates a more uniform distribution close to the
initial one and a balance of about 2%. The presence of rafts
reduces slightly the average concentration by moving the
dispersed material from the central channel at variable
locations, nevertheless remaining reasonably close to the
equilibrium. If the feed material is supplied at a reduced
amount, say at 90% by effectively setting the feed mass per
feeder at 1.953 kg and Cin = 2.5%, the resulting average
concentration drops dramatically during the 1 h period
(Fig. 8b). Similarly, by raising the feed amount at 110%
(2.387 kg), Cin = 1.8%, the alumina concentration starts
rising in the cell as indicated by solution results in Fig. 8b.

The results presented in Fig. 7 indicate that the standard
choice of the feeder positions is far from the optimum,

Fig. 8 a The effect of rafts or no rafts on the average concentration during the 1 h feeding. b The response when dropping or rising the feed
amount

Table 2 The output summary generated by the program:

***   Summary at end time, s             3600.00 
initial bath alumina mass, kg             129.24 
total added alumina,       kg             325.50 
Alumina spent to produce metal, kg        324.80 
Dissolved alumina,         kg             127.22 
alumina left in particles, kg               5.83 
average concentration,     kg/m**3         40.85 
average concentration,      %               1.97 
feeding estimate error,     %              -0.68 
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resulting in the underfeed at the cell right-hand side and
overfeed at the left-hand side, however retaining the global
average concentration close to the initial and desired value of
2%. The concentration distribution can be improved either
by supplying a variable alumina mass to the feeders (adding
at the right side and reducing proportionally at the left side)
or positioning the feeders in different locations. The latter is
attempted in the simulation run presented in Fig. 9. The
figure also compares the outcome for the raft model or the
absence of the rafts (all particles are of the given small
sizes): the rafts ensure more uniform dissolved material
distribution because they act as additional ‘feeder’ positions
while the rafts move and disperse gradually. An even further
optimization by moving the feeders permits even better
uniformity of the solution concentration while retaining the
average close to 2% (Fig. 10).

Apparently, the velocity and the turbulent diffusivity
distribution are crucial for the choice of the feeder posi-
tioning or loading if the uniformity of the feed concentration
is required. Figure 11 demonstrates what happens if the cell
is subject to some disturbance (for instance, by an anode
change): there is a significant underfeed on the RHS of the
cell with trapping of significant particle numbers in vortex
centres of the perturbed flow. The LHS of the cell holds a

noticeable overfeed *2.5% exceeding the average. This
situation indicates a possibility to trigger anode effects due to
the underfeed on the RHS of the cell. The further opti-
mization by adding more feed mass through the feeder N5
(the last on RHS) at 2.5 kg, while all remaining are fed at
2.1 kg per cycle. The total feed amount remains the same as
previously. The result is presented in Fig. 11b showing a
better uniformity and the average retained close to the 2%
level. This example shows that it is not enough to predict the
total mass or average concentration. The local level of the
dissolved alumina could be dropping dangerously low.

Conclusions and Future Work

The present work is a part of an on-going effort to develop a
fast and efficient alumina dissolution model that could be
used to optimize PBF locations and alumina feed uniformity.
The paper presents the first attempt to incorporate the phy-
sics involving the raft presence, displacement, and dissolu-
tion in a full cell alumina feeding model. This attempt is an
ongoing project; it is an incremental step in the development,
however, it does not include the full physics of the raft
dispersion in a way that the raft solid hull thickness

Fig. 9 Optimization of the feeder positions to give more uniform concentration after 1 h mixing: a accounting for the rafts, b no rafts

Fig. 10 Further optimization of the feeder positions to give more uniform concentration after 1 h mixing: a accounting for the rafts, b no rafts
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gradually erodes to zero and the remaining fine particles are
released at once at the new position where the raft ceases to
exist. The present version does this gradually while the raft
is still moving. Further user inputs could be added to allow
the setup of feeding cycles by activating the feeders
sequentially, not at once in each cycle; and a possibility to
follow up long periods of underfeed, to be followed by
overfeed period, as it is normally implemented in the
industrial cells. Clearly, more work is needed, but the pre-
sented results indicate that the objective of developing a fast
and efficient alumina dissolution model for design purposes
is achieved.
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